Greetings,
We hope this message finds you well. Your care is very important to us at IU Health. We regret to inform you that Dr.
Gallagher has made the difficult decision to leave IU Health Physicians Plastic Surgery and will be relocating to Miami,
Florida as of December 31, 2019. Dr. Gallagher will no longer be able to see any new patients to discuss surgery in
Indiana.
IU Health Physicians is committed to maintaining its Gender Affirmation Program and is hopeful it can soon resume
providing a full scope of surgical care. We will continue to provide some new patient assessments with other current
Plastic Surgery and IU Health Urological providers for MTF, FTM and Nonbinary top surgery as well as MTF bottom
surgeries. We may contact you to provide any additional documentation needed to submit for insurance authorization.
This will allow us to obtain a response from your insurance as quickly as possible upon your consultation with another
surgeon. While we are recruiting another Gender Affirmation surgeon, we will keep your information on file and contact
you as appointments with these providers become available. If you are experiencing emergent symptoms, please visit
your local emergency room.
We appreciate your understanding and thank you for your interest in seeking surgical care with Dr. Gallagher. This email
does not process incoming messages so if you have additional questions, please see the updates posted to our website
at www.universitygenderaffirmationsurgery.com. We will use the website to keep you updated as we know more. You
can also reach us on our phone line at 317-948-1365.
Thank you again for contacting us to be a part of your healthcare team. Dr. Gallagher’s new information about her
practice in Miami will be listed on the website with other providers.

Sincerely,
IU Health Physicians – Plastic Surgery

